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UNT FLITE CHOIR  
Jessica Schury, conductor* • Lucy Song, conductor^  

^Overture to Candide (1956) ...................... Leonard Bernstein (1917–1990)  
*Lilac Dream (2016) ..........................Christopher Alan Schmitz (b. 1972)  
^from Concerto à 5 in  
A minor (1727) ..............................Joseph Bodin de Boismortier (1689–1755)  
I. Allegro  

^Mountain Songs (1984) .........................Jennifer Higdon (b. 1962)  
I. Lazy Laid-Back Afternoon by the Pond  
II. Mountain Spirituals  
III. Lament for a Dead Child  
IV. Mountain Air  

I. Rose Cottage  
II. The Doubtful Wife  
III. Lake Solace  
IV. Describe a Circle

PERSONNEL  
Aidan Birmingham~, Jennie Broughton, Kendall Curtis-Malone~, Mack Davis+, Amaya Eke, Jordan Govan, Ashley Harenstein, Brianna Hughey, Carolina Martinez*, Royal McCoo, Shelly McKneely, Doryann Mueller*, Marimar Ortiz, Heather Pryse+, Mia Rodrigue  

~piccolo; *alto flute; +bass flute
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